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Abstract

Traceability helps stakeholders to understand the rela-
tionships that exist between software artifacts created dur-
ing a software development project. For example, the evolu-
tion of the relationships between requirements and the com-
ponents to which they are allocated can provide insight into
the maintainability of a system. Unfortunately, due to the
heterogeneous nature of these artifacts, creating, maintain-
ing, and viewing these relationships is extremely difficult.

We propose a new approach to traceability based on
techniques from open hypermedia and information integra-
tion. Open hypermedia and information integration provide
generic techniques for establishing, maintaining, and view-
ing relationships between software artifacts. Our approach
allows the automated creation, maintenance, and viewing of
traceability relationships in tools that software profession-
als are accustomed to using on a daily basis.

1. Introduction

Traceability can provide important insight into system
development and evolution. Antoniol et al. maintain that
traceability assists in both top-down and bottom-up pro-
gram comprehension [4]. According to Jacobson, Booch,
and Rumbaugh, “[t]raceability facilitates understanding and
change [9, page 10].” Palmer asserts that “[t]raceability
gives essential assistance in understanding the relationships
that exist within and across software requirements, design,
and implementation [13, page 412].”

Even if we limit our discussion to relationships between
requirements and architectural artifacts, we are confronted
by a large number of potentially useful relationships. The
models of Ramesh and Jarke [16] and Pohl [14, 15] sug-
gest possible relationship types between various elements
and artifacts. Han [7] lists three categories of structural

relationships: coarse-grained inter-document, fine-grained
inter-document, and fine-grained intra-document. We di-
vide inter-document relationships into two subcategories:
relationships between different versions of the same arti-
fact and relationships between different artifacts. Further-
more, we consider relationships between both consecutive
and non-consecutive versions of the same artifact as well as
relationships between relationships. Figure 1 depicts these
five relationship types.

Relationships can exist between elements of a single ar-
tifact (relationship type 1 in Figure 1). For example, in
a requirements specification, one requirement might elab-
orate or depend on another. In an architectural diagram,
a component might be part of another component or de-
pend on another component. Across versions of the same
artifact (relationship types 2 and 3) we may observe rela-
tionships such as refines, replaces, based on, and formal-
izes. Between requirements and architectural components,
relationships such as satisfies and allocated to might be use-
ful (relationship type 4). Furthermore, software engineers
may be interested in how a particular type of relationship
between artifacts evolves over time (relationship type 5).
For example, a number of instances relationship might pro-
vide insight into component cohesion. If the number of al-
located to relationships between a requirements document
and a component diagram explodes after an iteration in the
design phase, this may indicate that one or more compo-
nents have lost cohesion.

All of these relationship types might be useful to one
or more stakeholders at some point in the software develop-
ment project; however, the vast number of possible relation-
ships makes the task of manually creating and maintaining
these relationships daunting. Furthermore, different stake-
holders have diverse information needs. Not all relation-
ships will be of interest to all stakeholders. For example,
a customer might only be interested in knowing that all re-
quirements have been allocated to components whereas a
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Figure 1. Implicit and Explicit Relationships in Software Artifacts.

software developer might need to understand the require-
ments in light of their allocated components and subcom-
ponents as well as the dependencies between these compo-
nents. Stakeholders need to be able to filter relationships
to provide a view of the information space that conforms to
their information needs.

Finally, users should not be required to use a specialized
tool to view traceability information. Different stakeholders
use different tools to produce requirements and architectural
artifacts. It is more likely that stakeholders will make use
of these relationships if they are able to view the relation-
ships in the tools that originally created the artifacts. How-
ever, these tools are often not designed to interact. Thus, we
must also overcome the problem of heterogeneous artifacts
produced by different tools [3].

These problems lead to three requirements for creating,
maintaining, and viewing traceability relationships:

• The creation and maintenance of traceability relation-
ships must be automated.

• Stakeholders must be able to create a view of traceabil-
ity relationships based on their information needs.

• Users should be able to create and view traceability
relationships within common, familiar software tools.

In addition, we suggest that a traceability tool should pro-
vide support for evaluating the evolution of relationships
between artifacts. This analysis can provide insight into the
entire project.

2. Approach

We hypothesize that open hypermedia [12] and informa-
tion integration [2] enable an approach to traceability that
allows:

1. automation of the discovery, creation, and mainte-
nance of traceability relationships.

2. customized views of these relationships based on the
information needs of the stakeholders.

3. creation and viewing of these relationships in the tools
that originally created the artifacts.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of open hy-
permedia and information integration and then present our
conceptual framework. Next, we offer a motivating scenario
and then describe our proposed prototype.



Figure 2. The InfiniTe Information Integration Environment [2].

2.1. Open Hypermedia

Open hypermedia systems [12] enable the creation and
viewing of relationships in heterogeneous applications as
well as the traversal of those relationships within and be-
tween applications. Open hypermedia services allow links
(relationships) to be stored separately from an artifact. The
open hypermedia data model supports complex relation-
ships such as bi-directional relationships, relationships with
multiple anchors (n-ary relationships), and relationships be-
tween relationships [3]. Open hypermedia systems also pro-
vide services to filter relationships based on type and to cre-
ate collections of relationships (hyperwebs or, more com-
monly, linkbases).

2.2. Information Integration

Information integration [2] provides services to automate
the discovery, creation, maintenance, and evolution of re-
lationships between heterogeneous artifacts. Information
integration uses the concept of a data source to model in-
formation outside the information integration environment.
Translators are responsible for importing information from
data sources into the information integration environment as
well as exporting information from the information integra-
tion environment to data sources. Integrators work within
the environment to automate the discovery and creation of
relationships. Specific integrators can be developed to find
different relationships within the environment. These rela-
tionships can be between artifacts, other relationships, or
collections of artifacts and relationships. In addition, infor-
mation integration uses contexts to model different views
of the information space. A conceptual model of the In-
finiTe information integration environment [2] is shown in
Figure 2.

2.3. Conceptual Framework

Our conceptual framework builds on techniques from
open hypermedia and information integration. The main
elements in our framework are tool, artifact, relationship,
and metadata. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 3. A
tool is something that a stakeholder uses to perform a task.
Examples of tools include word processors, UML diagram-
ming tools, integrated development environments (IDEs),
mail programs, version control systems, and issue tracking
systems. An artifact is produced by a tool. A relationship
is a semantic association between artifacts, portions of arti-
facts, or relationships. Metadata allows a method engineer
(or someone familiar with the software project) to describe
the artifacts and relationships that are created and used dur-
ing the project.

As can be seen in Figure 3, stakeholders are able to use
their original tools. These tools produce heterogeneous arti-
facts. Artifact and relationship metadata provides informa-
tion about artifact and relationship types. The metadata in-
cludes information such as which translators can be applied
to specific artifact types or which integrators can be used to
find particular relationship types. The artifacts are trans-
lated into the information integration environment where
traceability relationships can be automatically discovered
and created by appropriate integrators as determined from
the metadata. These relationships are forwarded to the open
hypermedia system, which provides services to display the
relationships in the tools that originally created the artifacts.
The traceability system provides services to schedule inte-
grators and translators, to “chain” relationships together to
form new relationships, to register new artifact and relation-
ship types, to create customized views by filtering both ar-
tifacts and relationships, and to provide insight into system
evolution based on the traceability relationships that the sys-
tem has discovered.
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Figure 3. Conceptual Traceability Framework.

2.4. Motivating Scenario

This section provides an example of the use of relation-
ships to provide insight into the evolution of requirements
and a system architecture. The hypothetical product is an
income tax program. An initial analysis determined that
much of the functionality of the system would remain sta-
ble (e.g, user interface, data import and export). However,
the tax calculation component of the software would need to
be frequently updated to reflect current state and federal tax
laws. Thus, maintainability has been identified as one of the
important quality requirements of the software architecture.

In the initial architecture, the system architect chose to
allocate all requirements related to the calculation of taxes
to one component. The product is now in its fifth release and
the project manager has observed that it is taking software
developers more time to update the software to reflect the
current tax laws. In addition, these changes are adversely
affecting other functionality in the system.

The system architect is called in to review the evolution
of the architecture. To analyze the problem, he requests
that he be given a summary of all allocated to relationships
between tax computation requirements and the components
that satisfy those requirements. From this information, he is
able to discern that in the first three product releases, all tax

computation requirements were indeed satisfied by the tax
component. However, in the fourth and fifth releases, the
relationships show that some of the tax requirements are be-
ing satisfied by a component that also satisfies data import
requirements. For more details, the architect opens the re-
quirements specification associated with the fourth product
release. He requests that the system display all allocated to
relationships. By traversing these relationships, he is able to
view the component that currently satisfies the requirement.
Thus, the system architect is able to identify the point at
which the architecture began to lose its conceptual integrity
[5] and to suggest changes to restore the cohesion of the tax
component.

This scenario shows the need to be able to create and
view relationships between different versions of different
artifacts in a customized context. In addition, it suggests
that the evolution of relationships over various versions and
product releases can provide valuable insight into system
evolution.

2.5. Prototype

To evaluate the feasibility of our approach, we plan to
build a traceability system that implements the concep-
tual framework described in Section 2.3. The traceability
system will provide an infrastructure for the automated



discovery, creation, and maintenance of traceability rela-
tionships between heterogeneous artifacts. The system will
be built using services from both open hypermedia and
information integration as well as our own traceability-
specific services. To provide open hypermedia services, we
have chosen the Chimera open hypermedia system [3]. We
will use the InfiniTe information integration environment
[2] for information integration services.

InfiniTe will provide services for the automated creation
of typed traceability relationships. As described in Section
2.2, translators will be used to import information to and
export information from InfiniTe; integrators will be used
to discover and create relationships. Chimera will provide
services for viewing and traversing relationships created by
InfiniTe in the tools that originally created the artifacts. To
utilize all open hypermedia services, a tool will need to be
integrated with Chimera (a Chimera “client”).1 If a tool
is not integrated with Chimera, the user will be able to re-
quest an HTML summary of the artifact’s relationships. The
relationships created by InfiniTe will be typed to facilitate
filtering these relationships to create customized contexts.
Chimera allows the selective viewing of relationships based
on type.

Our customized traceability services will be based on in-
formation provided in the artifact and relationship metadata.
A metadata definition tool will allow a method engineer to
define the artifacts and relationships that are required for an
organization’s software development process. Medvidovic
et al. [10] describe strategies for modeling architectures
in UML. Assuming that a project creates its requirements
specification in Microsoft Word [11] and creates architec-
ture diagrams in a UML diagramming tool, we can create
specific translators to translate these artifacts into InfiniTe.
We can then write one or more integrators to find relation-
ships of interest, for example the allocated to relationship
between requirements in the requirements specification and
components in the architecture diagram. In addition, we can
create one or more integrators to analyze the evolution of
the relationships between these artifacts. These translators
and integrators can be invoked automatically or as needed,
depending on the definitions in the metadata.

Since it is impossible to anticipate the needs of every
software development team, we do not propose to build a
comprehensive set of translators and integrators for every
artifact and relationship type. We do, however, propose to
implement a system that will manage artifact and relation-
ship metadata, inform users of available options for integra-
tors and translators, and invoke translators and integrators
when appropriate. The system will also provide informa-
tion about explicit and implicit relationships in the system
as well as provide filtering based on both artifact and rela-

1Fortunately, the open hypermedia community has developed tech-
niques to facilitate application integration [6, 17, 18].

tionship types. Users of the traceability system will be able
to customize the system to their traceability needs by defin-
ing artifact and relationship metadata; they then can create
and register translators and integrators that translate the de-
fined artifacts and create the required relationships.

To evaluate the utility of our approach, we plan to apply
it to artifacts from an existing research project. We will de-
velop translators and integrators and then use the traceabil-
ity system to automatically generate traceability links be-
tween representative artifacts. Whenever possible, we will
make use of techniques described in the literature to find
these relationships.

The prototype will also allow us to perform a prelim-
inary evaluation of the user interface. We will engage 2–5
computer science graduate students to perform several tasks
(e.g., invoking a translator and an integrator, displaying dif-
ferent types of relationships). This preliminary evaluation
will help us to detect useability problems so that they will
not influence later evaluation.

In the next phase of our evaluation, a developer familiar
with the research project will manually create traceability
links in a commercial tool. We will record and compare the
time involved in creating these relationships in the commer-
cial tool and in our tool; we will also compare the number
and types of links created by each of these approaches.

For the final phase of our evaluation, we will seed the
research system with several defects. We will engage 5–
10 software developers of similar programming experience
who have no experience with the research project. The test
subjects will receive training on our traceability system and
the commercial tool as well as an overview of the research
project and development environment. We will then ask
them to locate and correct defects using three different sets
of information:

1. No explicit traceability links represented—developers
are free to use any tools with which they are familiar
(e.g., grep and find).

2. Traceability links created and represented in the com-
mercial tool.

3. Traceability links generated by our traceability system
and represented in the tools that originally created the
artifacts.

We will collect data on the number of defects found us-
ing each approach, the time required to find and fix each
defect, and the ability to correct a defect without introduc-
ing new problems. We will use post-evaluation surveys to
record the programmers’ experiences in using the different
tools and to solicit their opinions on the various approaches.
We will then analyze this data to determine the utility of our
system in locating and fixing defects as compared with the
other two approaches.



3. Related Work

Han [8] describes an information model for requirements
and architecture management. The model provides the
structure for two templates, a System Requirements Doc-
ument and a System Architecture Document; a tool, TRAM,
facilitates the creation of documents based on these two
templates. TRAM’s use of templates differs from our ap-
proach in that with a template approach the data must con-
form to a prescribed format. Our approach allows a user to
create custom translators and integrators to handle different
artifact formats and relationship types.

The Unified Software Development Process [9] defines
trace dependencies between elements of its various mod-
els. For example, “[a] use-case realization [in the analy-
sis model] . . . provides a straightforward trace to a specific
use case in the use-case model [9, page 186].” The Unified
Software Development Process differs from our approach
in that it prescribes specific artifacts and relationships. In
our approach, we allow users to create and maintain arti-
facts and relationships of interest to the project (by locating
or creating appropriate translators and integrators). Thus,
with appropriate metadata definitions, our approach can be
adapted to various software development processes.

Pohl et al. [15] describe six meta-models for require-
ments and architectural artifacts. They then define depen-
dencies between the meta-models. The introduction of ex-
plicit dependencies between use case and architecture sce-
narios allows dependencies between other requirements and
architectural models to be “derived”. The derivation of de-
pendencies is the same as “chaining” of relationships in our
system. Thus, these meta-models can be realized in our
system. A user would need to create or locate appropriate
translators for the requirements and architectural artifacts.
Integrators to create the explicit relationships would need
to be developed as well. Our system could then manage the
automatic generation and representation of Pohl’s derived
relationships.

4. Conclusion

We believe that the services of open hypermedia and in-
formation integration can be leveraged to provide an ap-
proach to traceability that facilitates the automated discov-
ery, creation, maintenance, and viewing of relationships in
tools that originally created the artifacts. Furthermore, these
services can provide a customized view of the information
space.

This research is still in its early stages. To evaluate our
hypothesis, we plan to build a prototype traceability system
along with representative translators and integrators to find
relationships between requirements and architectural arti-
facts. We have demonstrated the feasibility of the cycle

represented in Figure 3 [1] and have already built several
translators and integrators for text, HTML, and source code
artifacts [2].

Although we believe that our approach can be success-
fully applied to requirements and architectural artifacts and
relationships, our approach is not limited to these artifacts
and relationships. We envision that, by developing an ap-
propriate set of translators and integrators, the approach can
address traceability concerns throughout a software devel-
opment project.
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